Participation, Inclusion, and Social Responsibility in Global Sports
May 31–June 2, 2018

The conference will focus on participation and inclusion in a cross-section of sports from a historical and modern-day perspective. We want to better understand how and why only certain types of people are allowed to participate while others are not—and determine what is being done to address these inequalities. Panels of leading scholars on sports will precede roundtable discussions featuring former football stars like Lilian Thuram, Christian Karembeu, and Emilio Butragueño, as well as representatives from an international roster of teams and clubs, including the Boston Red Sox Foundation, FC Barcelona, UEFA, and the Seattle Sounders Foundation. This unique format creates a dialogue between different stakeholders who are rarely in direct conversation.

FILM SCREENING
THURSDAY, MAY 31
12:30 PM
THE WORKERS CUP
Speakers:
Leanne Doherty
Dean, Simmons College
Adam Sobel
Director
Discussants:
Lilian Thuram
Retired Defender, France
David Conn
Journalist, The Guardian

LOCATION
Harvard University
CGIS South Building
1730 Cambridge Street
Tsai Auditorium, Concourse Level (S010)
Film screening: Belfer Case Study Room (S020)

ORGANIZERS
Weatherhead Research Cluster on Global Transformations (WIGH)
Sponsored by Olympiacos Football Club with support from Simmons College

CONTACT
Preregistration for the conference is requested
jbarnard@wcfia.harvard.edu
617.495.8923

FOR FULL DETAILS VISIT: GLOBALSOCCERCONFERENCE.WCFIA.HARVARD.EDU